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About This Game

Mankind has colonized Proxima Centauri b, a tiny desolate world around a dim star, just 4 light years away. The Mimic is a
predator native to this world. It's a perfect hunter and it has escaped containment. You're all that's left from a crew of 10.

The Mimic

In this unique platform puzzle solver, you take control of the Engineer whose every move is shadowed by the Mimic. As you
move, so does the Mimic. There is a connection between the two of you, if you get your Mimic killed, you die. If you get too

close, you die.

You don't just have the Mimic to fear, there's also the deadly environment you have to watch out for too. Malfunctioning
defence systems, security grids and dead ends where you can trap yourself in with your Mimic, could all easily lead to your

death.

Key Features

Solve tough and challenging puzzles as you avoid the ultimate predator.
  -Escape is your only route to survival.

Unique Mechanic
  -If your Mimic dies, so do you. This introduces a whole new way of navigating levels, keeping track of both characters
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requires a lot of skill.

Story driven single player campaign.
  -Discover what happened to the dead crew through their logs and documents.
  -Learn about the crews' mission, the base you inhabit and the world you colonized.

Local two player coop.

Time Trial mode to test your puzzle solving skills.

Over 85 levels

Full Xbox and Steam Controller Support

Level Editor

Includes a level editor with steam workshop integration, allowing you to create and upload your own puzzles(beta).
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Title: The Mimic
Genre: Action, Adventure, Casual, Indie
Developer:
Silhouette Wolf
Publisher:
Silhouette Wolf
Release Date: 17 Nov, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 or Higher

Processor: Any Intel Core 2nd Generation processor Equivalent or Better

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce GTX 600 Series Equivalent or Better

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 8 GB available space

English
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It is a very good add-on, you get a new variety of vehicles. But, after installing you have to edit the ailist.cfg file on the map you
want the new ai vehicles (see the instruction in the manual).. God damn annoying to play was not fun to read or play.. TL; WR:
Love this game. Easily one of my favorite VR games. I wish I could find more like it.

I've got 30+ hours so far, and I still play this game. I really like working on the different parts of the probes, doing repairs and
crafting new modules. The game is a grind, but if you like that, then give it a shot,

- Your ship has 3 rooms; Command, Digger's Cargo Hold, and Columbus' Cargo Hold
- Each room has a few stations that can be interacted with
- Doing repairs involves crafting modules with the resources you mine from planets/moons
- It's a familiar twist on a survival, crafting, resource gathering game
- Check it out on youtube to see what gameplay is like
- If you know like this kind of game outside of VR, then you will LOVE this
- If you've never played a space crawler, definitely youtube this game first

Blue star systems recharge your battery and fuel, so you can make excursions outward from a blue star and survey other systems
(and mark them on the map in a color of your choosing), to remember what kind of resources are available to gather in each
system. Always returning to a blue system when the battery is getting low. If you really like to take your time and plan a route
for an expedition, whether its trying to chart a path to a new Blue system, or just scavenging systems for Ore to make upgrades
to your probes, or doing routine maintenance. Work to expand Digger Master's capacity and depth to 100M! Decrease your
probe's full consumption, increase their speeds, watch the temperature!
. Such a good experience. If you loved the traditional CYOA books, you'll love this. If you love Hamlet, you'll love this.
Whatever happens. You'll love this. It's so creative, so humorous, and worth the money.. It's a very simple and elegant little
game where the task is to snake your way around the board picking up white dots and avoiding oncoming blocks. Good for
fulling a spare few minutes here and there, and lots of replay value. Easy to recommend.. I really liked this game. The visuals,
audio and gameplay all worked together to produce a memorable and enjoyable experience. I found that once I started it I didn't
want to put it down until I had finished the game. If you like puzzle games and colorful visual then I'd reccomend picking it up..
such wolves, much game, wow. This is maybe the most meaningful gaming experience I've had. Perfectly captures the
melancholy and aimlessness one may feel during the final days of high school. This is a game about the little moments in life,
and it should be commended for its authenticity. The developer avoids any sort of fan service in favour of an intimate and
voyeuristic piece. Also, it's just an added bonus that the fighting mechanics are so fun.

I enjoy the minimalism, and the fact that very little is explained. It is perfectly appropriate that Ringo's family never appears in
the game. Just a question for the floor, does the door to Ringo's room leads to where his parents are, or do you think he lives
alone? I personally think he lives with his parents, but that they are more or less absent from his life.. A text based game with
potential
click n move gameplay
good time killer
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This game has a lot of potential. So far this what I see.
Pros:
1.Graphics are nice well done
2.This is exactly what they said it would be, it is a resource management game with a little more twist to it.
3.Casual, but can be challenging game
4. Animations are good.
Cons:
1. The maps. I believe once there is a modding community, there will be better maps. I wish there was a flat map with no parks
that you can just free play.
2. Plain - Characters are there. Nothing makes them standout.
3. Vehicles disappear off the map when responding. Even though this game is not full on realistic the trucks and all could take a,
left or right and disappear off into the distance.

Overall this game is well done. If you were a fan of 911 First Responders game, this is a nice touch of it. This game has
potential and cannot wait to see the improvements the devs do and the mod teams.

. Very good game

I just bought the game for my windows 8 laptop and until now the game has not crashed once
not even when I sold planks.

I totally recommend it and its worth the money.. Bought the complete pack during the winter sale and this came with it, costs
like a quarter during sales... You get 44 high quality images that can all be used as wallpapers for your desktop.

In this "DLC", you are granted high quality cosplay photos of the two main girls in the game. There is 24 images of the main
girl, 1-14 are her in her main outfit and 15-24 are suppose to be in the future when your character takes her to the ocean, I'm
guessing. There is 20 photos of the other girl, Ruri, with 1-10 being I don't even know, casual SFW swimwear that had nothing
to do with the game? And 11-20 being her canon outfit. Everything is completely SFW and doesn't have any suggestive images.
It's literally like the type of cosplay photos you'd see posted on deviantart or some weeb convention forum site. I was surprised
that this was just professional cosplay photos and not fanservice, never bought a cosplay DLC before. Was pleasantly surprised
and am glad I was able to support the models and devs.

Would recommend if you want to support the devs or if you're into weeb cosplay, wouldn't recommend if you're a trash goblin
looking for JO material.. This game has a really nice vibe to it; the graphic is clean and cute, it fits perfectly the mood of the
story.

The levels are really big and the platforming sessions are well studied.

Cons: sometimes the camera is a little buggy.

A great indie title!

. HI DEVELOPERS OF F1 2011. I HAVE NO SOUND ON MY GAME. PLEASE HELP ME TO FIX THIS PROBLEM .
THANKS FOR READING MY COMPLAINT. GREATINGS PAUL....
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